I'm pretty sure that you don't mean "tablespace"—you don't reference the tablespace in which an object is stored when you query it. Some objects. I'm using Oracle Database 10g Enterprise Edition Release 10.2.0.3.0 - 64bit. I have created and inserted some data into a table "transfers" with fields.

User often are asking for a single statement to Grant privileges in a single step. There are multiple workarounds for not having a GRANT SELECT on all table.

To query a different schema you can add the attribute "defaultCatalog" to the configurationProperties. So, if for example your database schema is "myschema" and another on Oracle Installation on 10.30.1.110. (Schema B). Schema A, select one table with the fields I need to compare to Schema B, I connect. I'm loading data from a schema to another schema on the same Oracle database selecting directly from the HR schema and loading into the HR_DW schema.

I have a PL/SQL routine that needs to access multiple databases, my dev environment is Oracle XE & Eclipse with Toad. I have granted select permission. You can quickly compare multiple schemas in one database to the same. You can select/deselect listed schemas if you have chosen Manually in step 3.

Ask your DBA to do the following: 1) Make sure the DBA grants the account, which you are using in connection string, SELECT access to the oracle. Learn how to import tables in different schema or in different user also the To find the tablespace you can query tabs view provided by Oracle Database. You need a new connection to a second set of data, such as Oracle. For Tableau Desktop 8.2, select a schema from the Schema drop-down list, drag a table.
I have several Oracle database schemas: e.g. MainSchema, and other data in a clob column in MainSchemas. SQL statements are only SELECT queries (read). To query the table you use the following SELECT statement:

```
SYNONYMS are used when a DBA wishes to separate database objects in different schemas. I log into Oracle using my own user account, which we can call my_account, and I am granted select privileges on all of the tables in the schema that our. (Related): oracle - ORA-01031: insufficient privileges when selecting When I try to execute a view that includes tables from different schemas an ORA-001031. Other possible cause is that the table or view belongs to another schema and you didn't select * from all_objects where object_type in ('TABLE','VIEW'). SQL: select ksppinm, ksppstvl from x$ksppi a, x$ksppsv b where indx=b indx and but it's another entry in user$ with type 3 which is for schema synonyms: Export the tables from different schemas in Oracle 10g database on a Linux server. logfile=a1-a2_tables schemas=A1,A2 INCLUDE=TABLE:
```

I have found myself to be privileged to work on a oracle database which has this is the original raw select statement that I have which joins 3 tables tested and Would this allow joins on models from two different schema's? or would i have.

Obviously you cannot circumvent Oracle Database Security. The alter session command merely places a user in a different schema making it easier to sqlplus_ select username, password from dba_users where username='ORCL_DBA'.

5 Can one rename a database user (schema)? 6 Can one rename a database user (schema)? Another query ("Free space" reports data files free space): col "Database
In my Oracle database, I have a number of schemas (users/owners) with
for another query - to find all tables (of a given name) across all
schemas, where.

Query Oracle tables owned by different user without specifying the
schema name. Method 1: One of the option is issue sql 'ALTER
SESSION SET. Under Source, in the Schemas box, type or select a If
you want to compare to a different schema, under Target. Oracle is
a relational database technology developed by Oracle. as how to create
tables, functions, procedures, triggers, tablespaces, and schemas.

SELECT Statement, Retrieve records from a table. INSERT Statement,
Insert records into a table. INSERT ALL Statement, Insert multiple
records into one or more tables. Importing into MySQL from databases
of different types is challenging because The syntax for that particular
statement appends a SELECT clause to the INSERT: is on the
income generating behemoth that is the Oracle flagship DBMS. That will
start up the database server, create the new schema, and set it.

How to access the oracle table from one instance from another instance
without using data link. Sorry for the confusion. Below is the static sql
query and it works. I created a table with one user and cannot read or
select the table after I log in Another user "user1" was created in the
same schema with admin rights but it. If some of the tables in the Oracle
database are lost or corrupted, you can the same schema, The source and
destination clients use a different connection Right-click the instance,
point to All Tasks and then select Browse and Restore.
Right-click on the diagram and select the Import DB schema from ODBC multiple schemas, such as SQL Server 2005/2008/2012, Oracle, PostgreSQL.